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Shave seconds off I t
V
your Personal best,
I

with the Latest
Lightweight shoes
on the market.
Toni Krasicki and
ALisha Smith
put the contenders

toe-to-toe.
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ou mav have noticed the latest running
foot*"ur to pound the pavement. They're

statement than a performance shoe.

hght,bright,durableandfastanciusethe

full circle. The new genre of

most innovative technologiy around to provide a
lightweight, yet supportive shoe that wiil have
your feet feeling like they are floating on air.
If you do a lot of running for any lengrth of

time, shaving off a few grams of weight from
your shoes can make all the difference. If you
are competing, whether it is against others or
yourself, any advantage, however minimal, can
make the difference between gold and silver.
And while you may not be contending for a
medal, a lightweight shoe will make the run feel
easier by keeping the legs fresh because you
won't be lugging around a traditionally heavier
running shoe.
Lightweight running shoes are not a new
phenomenon. In the late 1960s and early 1970s,
running shoes were minimally desigrned, light
and low-to-the-ground. For the next 30 years
shoe designers went a bit crazy and running
shoes became conuol freaks - primarily
controlling how the feet moved while running.
Shoes were loaded up with so many bells and
whistles that they had become more a fashion

And here we are tn

201,1, alrnost coming

lightweight
shoe is based on biomechanical science and
accommodates the natural running form of the
foot while providing underfoot cushioning and
protection. Basically, moderate minimalist or
lightweight shoes bridge the gap between the
extreme barefoot running technology and the
traditional heavier and bulkier trainers.
With new materials and construction
techniques available, the current range of
lightweight shoes are a better performance-

orientated shoe with improved cushioning
technology providing superior stabillty and
comfort. 'This year, manufacturers took a hard

look at the technology behind their running
shoes and have developed some of the most
Iightweight, comfortable and durable shoes
we've ever seen,' says Craig Lefebwe, runmng
shoe buyer for footlocker.com

For less bulk, resilient foam cushiomng is
used for a smooth ride and enough support
for longer distance runs. The Brooks Racer
ST5 is super llghtweight and a competitiongrade performance shoe that

wi[

carry you the
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distance. So how light are they? The Adizero
Feather, Adidas's newest light trainer, is
supposed to be almost half the weight of a

Gives you a
smooth, fast and light rlde, enhancing
performance especially rf you are racing

typical running shoe, while New Balance's
890 women's shoe comes in at a mere 218

against the ciock.
Modern treadmtlls come
with shock absorptron capabilities and

grams, and they are not even the llghtest on

the market.

Although feeling bottom light is $ear,
you've sttll got to get a shoe that wili perform
for you. If your feet have a tendency to over
or under pronate you may want to choose a
shoe that

will deliver plenty of support, like

the Nike Lunarglide+3 for instance.

may be easier on the feet than other
running surfaces such as runnlng on
footpaths. Light feet mean you can keep
up with the treadmill pace and you may

be able to work at higher intenslties for
longer.

shoe offers the support of a more tradrtional

If you usually run in traditronally
cushioned tralners it might take some

shoe but with the lightweight feel of the
mlnrmalist type of shoe.

time to make the transition to these shoes
because they require stronger foot, ankle,
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a green conscience. cleaLe

lower leg and core muscle groups. However,

some good karma and whack on a parr of the
Brooks Green Silence, an eco shoe built for

whether you seek that competitrve edge
or just want to feel hke you're running in

speed. Each and every part of the shoe has

bare feet, grab yourself a pair of the lightest
performance shoes around, and enjoy the

a sustarnable element made from recycled
and earth-friendly components, so not only

difference.
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can they potentially help you run faster, they

To

help you look after the planet too! Brooks
use eco-fnendlier technologies as well, like
BioMoGo and HPR Green, which break
down quicker when they hrt the landflll.
If you need more convrncing, here's what
the lightweight running shoes are great for:

all shoes reviewed are women's or unisex

Less weight creates less leg

styles, but men's styles are available

fatigue, made for speed.

Nike

Lunarglide*3
Brooks women's
Ravenna 2

2

Brooks unisex
Racer ST 5

New Ba[ance
\ilR89OPB
Adidas adizero

feather

4

Brooks women's
green sitence

Here are some of our favourite iightweight
shoes, road-tested, revrewed and rated
by fitness professional and passionate

running enthustast, Alisha Smith. l,/ote:
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across all brands.
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SPECIAL I FEATURE

Despite the tied overa[[ score
with the Nike Lunarglide *3, the

r Brooks Ravenna 2 was mv favourite of the test
) rno"r. Light, yet stabte, the Ravenna 2 has

SEE MORE!

lust the right amount of cushioning without

The iPad version of
this articLe contains

compromising on reactivity. Highty breathabte
and durable, I wanted

to

use this shoe for my

super-cooL 360-degree photography
of each shoe. DownLoad the FREE
Fitness First Magazine App from

longer distance runs just as much as I did for

tempo running. lf you're after the lightest and
the fastest shoe avai[abLe, then the Ravenna 2
won't be for you, but for me it was the best
marriage

www.fitnessfirst.com.au/magazine

of support and speed. \0hiLe there's

nothing outstanding about the appearance of

the shoe, running in these is akin to pulLing
on your favourite training outfit - you feel
comfortable, fit and ready to perform.
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Stightly stiffer than the Brooks
Ravenna 2, the New Balance \(R890PB is

';a

The Nike Lunarglide*3 is super-Lightweight,
yet supportive and good for a mild to moderate
pronator. lt feLt controlled just enough to

The Brooks Racer ST5 felt like a racing shoe.

ofthe sole was firm and durabte,
and the cushioning ofthe heel provided

another great shoe for those runners who want

-(

a Lightweight yet moderately cushioned shoe.

T

maintain alignment and stay pain-free, but not

enough height that each step coaxed the

VhiLe the 890 was a Little chunkier than the

so much that they were rigid. This shoe is more

perfect footstrike. A narrow, Lightweight shoe,

Ravenna 2, it definite[y feLt more responsive

the surprising thing about the Racer ST5 is
that, despite its fast performance design, the

especiaLty on hills where

suited to tempo runs than long distance due

to

the minimaList sole and is definiteLy one of the
best looking and Lightest shoes of the bunch;
but not quite as good as others in terms of
comfort and performance.

The forefoot

support offered would make this

to run a wide variety of distances.

a great shoe
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I noticed that I was

to acce[erate up incLines with less energy

expenditure.
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One of the Lightest of aLLthe test products, this
is definitely not a shoe for anyone that needs
so much as a modicum of support. The stiff

-

One thing that makes the Brooks
aLL the other shoes
in the road test is that every single component
Creen Silence different to

ofthe shoe

is environmentally sustainable. The

E

sole is fast

9

companions commented on the 'cracking
pace' I was setting (though perhaps this was

statement shoe that proudly boasts its

more due to being in so much discomfort that
I desperateLy wanted the run to be overl). The

shoe is incredibly tight and very responsive,
making it a great shoe for tempo runs and
racing. Having said that, it didn't make me
'want' to run (i.e., it didn't make me feel fast
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so much so that one of my running

shoes are very narrow which, when combined

with the complete
J
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Lack

of support, resuLted in

huge blister on the arch of my right

a

foot. I found

'-

annoyingly against the tops of my toes. Wearing

thicker socks would prevent this but would
consequentty reduce the minimalist feel that
the shoe design aims to create. lf you're after
d narTow, super Iightweight shoe that appears
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Lack

mainstream attractivenessl This stiff-soLed

ProAnox works for men & women
of all ages and ability levels because
it works at the cellular level.
It's all-natural. Legal in all athletic
sanctioning bodies worldwide.

or particu[arly'springy').

the taped seams in the toe ofthe shoe rubbed
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shoe has a certain 'rugged'appea[

purely designed for speed and responsiveness,
then this

is

definitely the shoe for you.

Extreme Antiaxidant Slq/stems

